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論文の内容の要旨 

  

Smart home is a place that equipped with information technology and computing, it can accept as 

well as respond to the resident's request. The purpose is to provide resident a comfortable, 

convenient, safe, and joyful life through managing various technologies at home. Smart home 

system is a thought that supports control of several different systems in a household (e.g., heating, 

air conditioning, security, lighting, and audio/video systems) and acknowledged under the term 

smart homes. In this way, the worst condition of energy shortage could happen due to increasing 

number of consumer electronics and their attractive functions according to the advancement of smart 

homes. These increased power consumption resources have been forcing the human to search 

methods for managing power to reduce power consumption in home because power used in the 

home is a typical example of consumptive one. The high power required by home appliances makes 

our homes one of the most critical areas for the impact of power consumption. The residential areas 

are one of the main power consumers today, reducing power in home would contribute significantly 

to the environment. As more and more home appliances and consumer electronics are deployed, the 

power consumption in home area (i) tends to increase and (ii) leads an increase in the risk of power 

blackout. As a result, an intelligent smart home energy management system is needed for smart 

homes, which is responsible for observing and handling the working operations of home appliances.  

This dissertation concerns research of technological issues for design and implementation, 

evaluation and stability problems. These problems are important application domains of smart 

homes. The overall objective of this dissertation is to develop the application of power and stability 

control for smart homes, which reduces the risks of peak power consumption to prevent power 

blackout and maintain power system stability in the presence of time delay. The stability analysis 



problem treated in this research is to determine the upper bound for time delay so that the system is 

globally stable.  

Design and implementation part addresses the basic components for proposed system model such as 

smart home energy management system, smart electric sensors, power provisioning controller and 

smart appliances. Then the system is designed with the characteristics of sensing and computation, 

adaptability, autonomy and executing timeliness. The performance of the system is analyzed in terms 

of home appliance power consumption patterns, priority rule for available power sharing among 

appliances and stable region identification for which the system is stable. The simulation results 

show the appliance power consumption behavior when the available power supply is limited. 

Simulation results also help in defining stable/unstable and overshoot/non-overshoot region. The 

stability analysis verifies that the system stability is dependent on some time delay. Moreover, the 

peak power consumption of heterogeneous home appliances can be guaranteed for maintaining 

available power limit.    

 

To evaluate the proposed system, the validation of the system is shown with both simulation and 

experiment results. First, the real house based power control simulator is developed with Visual 

Studio. Second, the stability analysis has been carried out for overall power system with MATLAB. 

This proposed research can help the development of smart home system to prevent power blackout 

and guarantee the maximum power consumption within the available power limit. Moreover, it can 

provide optimal system design of power assignment among home appliances and implementation of 

stability test with delay consideration. This research can give better solutions for inhabitants who are 

seeking to get maximum appliance utilization with fast system response and customer satisfaction. 

 

keyword: home energy management system, power control, stability control, power provisioning 

controller, smart electric sensor. 

 

 

論文審査の結果の要旨 

 

The Evaluation Committee recognizes that the research work presented in the dissertation is stability 

analysis, in the exploration of power control assignment schemes for the domain of smart home 

energy management system (SHemS). Saher Javaid dominates the stability issue of the future 

SHemS and has reached a good competence with clear methodologies and objectives of her research 

work. The dissertation divides into three main parts: system design and analysis, stability control, 

and power control. In the system design and analysis part, the novel system design and architecture 

of SHemS is deeply investigated in both theoretical and practical aspects. In the stability control part, 



the Lyapunov-Krasovskii stability theorem with Linear Matrix Inequality is performed for analyzing 

the effects of system parameters on stability in the presence of communication delay. In the power 

control part, two power assignment criteria are introduced to optimize the power assignment of 

appliances and two priority based power control schemes with the overshoot control algorithm to 

satisfy the appliance priority. 

  The Evaluation Committee identifies that the dissertation contains the appropriateness of the given 

theoretical backgrounds, the sufficient related research works, and the research methodologies for 

the quantitative studies. Besides that, the results from simulations are validated and extensively 

well-discussed to justify the appropriateness of the proposed system. Also the comparison of 

simulation results is presented in a very fair way. Moreover, the dissertation includes clear and 

specific conclusions and recommendations for future works. In addition, the references are 

appropriately presented in the dissertation. 

  The Evaluation Committee validates and confirms that the research works in each chapter of the 

dissertation have been disseminated to the four international conferences and three journals. In 

summary, the Evaluation Committee agrees that Saher Javaid did make good achievements and 

momentous contributions to the domain of smart homes, in particular the research topics of stability 

and power control. Moreover, the Evaluation Committee observe that she does not encounter any 

problem in explaining her research work because she speaks frequently in English and her ability in 

oral presentation is very high. She can provide a comprehensive answer clearly to the questions as 

well. In addition, this research work is an important step toward the stability framework of future 

energy management system in the domain of smart homes. Hereby, the Evaluation Committee 

concludes that she with no doubts deserves to obtain the doctoral degree (Information Science). 


